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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing has evolved in this decade and become an intriguing field of study for 

researchers. Platforms and architectures are continuing to be developed, and every couple of years, new cloud 

computing techniques are discovered, with some of them deemed as revolutionary breakthroughs. One of the 

most amazing aspects of cloud computing is that researchers can develop a service and deliver it to users most 

likely through the Internet, without the need for an upgrade to the user side hardware. Cloud computing is the 

most famous but not the only paradigm to offer tremendous compute capability. Another form of comparable 

computing is grid computing which also offers the capability to process data in less time. This survey reviews 

both grid and cloud computing in order to clarify the understanding of applications, architecture, and topologies. 

We analyse three basic delivery models for cloud computing. Finally, we explore about link multiple clouds 

network, also known as inter-cloud or cloud of clouds. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The development of the communications infrastructure allows cloud computing to provide daily 

services that depends on internet access. Cloud computing is the only technology to exist that combines multiple 

platforms, many locations, and provides users with a vast amount of services. Nowadays, smart devices utilize 

cloud computing [1] which make reaching cloud resources more accessible. Storage service is a simple example 

of how a cloud computing resource is utilized. Major corporations like Google, Microsoft, and Dropbox offer 

free limited cloud storage, with only a few required steps to register. Millions of users utilize cloud storage 

services to upload and share files such as images or documents. This sounds simple, but there are several hidden 

details. Other distributed systems like grid computing, utility computing, and distributed computing [2] share 

several aspects with cloud computing. The present work compares the details of grid computing and cloud 

computing technologies. We will explain grid computing in matter of classifications, architecture, applications, 

middleware, and topology. Then cloud computing in the matter of methodology, architecture, delivery models, 

technologies such as inter-cloud and intra-cloud, and platforms. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The focus of this survey is to understand cloud computing in relation to grid computing, and identify 

similarities between grid and cloud paradigms. A vast amount of research has been performed in this domain, 

and this is not an exhaustive study of cloud and grid related systems. We identify key components of ambiguity 

to explore, and direct the reader to [3]–[11] for more detailed comparisons. Cloud computing includes many 

services, that providers offer via the Internet. Dropbox, is a widely used example, and recognized as a cloud 

storage system [12]. Users can upload securely and save files on Dropbox servers eliminating the need for a user 

to retain data on a local computer. Buyya and Venugopal made a gentle introduction about grid computing, they 

explained components of grid computing, and stated operational flow from user’s perspective [13]. Rekaby 

stated that grid computing is divided into two types, computing grid and data grid. Where computing grid is to 

have powerful processing grid while data grid is to have massive data storage environment [14]. We will focus 

more on works that comparing grid and cloud computing, because it is intersect more with our survey.The work 

in [3] directly compared and analysed 35 parameters shared between grid and cloud computing configurations in 

order to identify their relation to both grid and cloud. It was concluded that the main job of grid computing is 

collaborative sharing of resources while the main job of cloud is offering services over the Internet. Alisetty and 

Balachandrudu [15], considered six models (business, architecture, resource management, program, application 

and security). Their work illustrates how cloud and grid computing share many common aspects, but at the same 

time they have many differences such as security, compute model and applications. The research efforts in [16]–

[21] have explored the architecture and infrastructure elements of both grid and cloud computing. All echoing a 

similar sentiment at the conclusion that both paradigms were complementary to each other. The research 
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community in [14] , [22]–[25], has fostered more than a single definition for grid computing. Many of these 

studies share the similar view points, such as definitions, benefits of cloud and grid, and the various types of 

jobs of each is optimized to execute.The work by [26] summarizes the definitions, and clarifies grid computing 

in a few words, “grid computing is a system that coordinates distributed resources using standard, open, general-

purpose protocols and interfaces to deliver nontrivial qualities of service.”. Vaquero et al. [27], studied more 

than 20 definitions for cloud computing trying to extract a minimum one that contains all its characteristics to 

make a definition that clarifies the border between both grid and cloud computing. For years there was no 

consistency in the definition but fortunately National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standardized 

the definition for cloud computing [28].oud network models have an important role in how these systems 

provide services.  The two popular network models are intra-cloud and inter-cloud computing. Inter-cloud 

occurs when two services belong to single cloud provider work smooth and appear as a single service, and inter-

cloud involves two or more providers that allow services and resources to appear as a single cloud [29]. To 

explain Inter-cloud by a few words we can define it as federate and interoperate of multiple clouds providers. 

[30] stated the problem with building Inter-cloud is not only technical protocols, but also to find a technically 

sound foundation and topologies. Designing Inter-cloud systems is a difficult task because of the lack of Inter-

cloud standards. The authors in [31] identify the main points to consider when designing an Inter-cloud 

architecture. These include critical aspects such as: Service Level Argument (SLA), defined quality 

requirements, and resource management. A large portion of the Inter-cloud literature emphasize the importance 

of an efficient Inter-cloud computing configuration [32]–[34].Grozev and Buyya [34],  agree there is no well-

defined architecture for Inter-cloud, so they proposed a taxonomy based on the cloud type. Such as, volunteer 

federation cloud, where the provider collaborates and exchange their resources with each other, and independent 

cloud where multiple clouds are used in aggregation by a broker or application. They described the benefits of 

the taxonomy, like diverse geographical locations, better application resilience, and avoidance of vendor lock-in. 

[35] introduces a solution to help join multiple cloud storage providers, especially for small providers who have 

limited resources. The proposed solution was to utilize a dynamic Inter-cloud that could extend on request, in 

order to receive more resources from partner providers.The way two cloud networks collaborate can determine 

the correct name for their services. If users can jump from cloud A to cloud B serially, then we have a multi-

cloud environment and the services are not cooperating. In such case, the providers have an agreement to join 

the same network, [36] so this is not an Inter-cloud system. NIST [28] also stated that when users jump from 

cloud to cloud we have a multi-cloud environment or serial clouds, while users using multiple services from 

different cloud providers have simultaneous clouds [28]. Both types (simultaneous and multi-cloud) are not 

Inter-cloud. A good explanation and application examples of multi-cloud has been stated in [36] , [37]. Inter-

cloud happens when two services from different cloud providers collaborate to do a task as we mentioned before. 

According to the above, connecting multiple cloud providers becomes attractive and the lack of Inter-cloud 

standards and protocols encourages scientists to build an Inter-cloud model. The aforementioned works focus on 

comparing the infrastructure, models, architecture and services. However, there is an abundant amount of 

research that details the security aspect of cloud computing [38]–[45]. Our work will mention a few major 

concerns in security, but the security will not be the main purpose of this survey. 

 
III. GRID COMPUTING 

Grid computing was created in the early 1990s and best known through the Worldwide LHC (Large 

Hadron Collider) WLCG [46]. This form of computing has a distributed infrastructure usually based on 

heterogeneous systems that enable sharing of large scale resources. We can assume that a grid system is a virtual 

organization where all machines share resources, and is secure and flexible enough to add more components 

[47]. One of the early application of this paradigm is the film industry, to assist with animating the movies “Toy 

Story” and “Shrek3”, which were rendered via grid computing on Sun and HP workstations [48] , [49].  In this 

scenario we can use any or many of these interconnected computers to process massive tasks. There are 3 key 

elements of grid computing definition; 1) Coordinate distributed resources, that may be more than one domain.  

Grid computing integrates all these resources no matter if they are in a single or multiple domain. 2) Using 

standard protocols and interfaces that can deal with authorization, authentication, and resource discovery. 3) 

Deliver reasonable qualities of services allows the use of its constituent resources in a coordinated manner to 

provide quality of service. For example, the work in [26] demonstrated availability, throughput, and response 

time.The primary machines in this paradigm are called “grid centers” which are represented by the number of 

interconnected servers. There are three elements that comprise a grid computing system. First, there must exist 

compute elements to manage the jobs and resources. Second, storage elements to offer the archiving capabilities, 

and third, worker elements to provide processing power to the system [46] , [50]. A grid platform can be utilized 

for various forms of computing, according to [51]–[53], there are five main types: 
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3.1 Distributed supercomputing uses computational resources to reduce the completion time. 

1.  High-throughput computing (HTC) uses resources for a longer period of time. The goal here is use all 

idle processors for scheduled loosely coupled or independent tasks. 

2. On-demand computing is typically used for short time jobs and the resources are made available to the 

user as needed. 

3. Data intensive computing systems analyse high-volume dataflow, such as processing online streaming 

data or processing data coming from sensors in real time. The system works with big data and this type of 

computing usually must analyse so fast to decide in time. 

4. Collaborative computing applications are designed to allow human to human interactions. As an example, 

two or more people accessing the same project and develop it at the same time. 

 

An important property of a grid infrastructure is there is no single point of failure. This means, a 

machine failure will not affect processing the submitted job since there are other machines to complete the 

processing of the submitted jobs. Grid research community has summarized the benefits of grid computing into 

3 categories [17], [54], [55].  First, performance and scalability considerations, deliver a high computational 

capacity. With a 10% processing time improvement, this would be deemed a huge time and cost savings.   

Second, utilization of resources, is a design to use multiple machines in a distributed environment more 

efficiently. By simply scheduling task to idle machines, we will get better utilization. The utilization design can 

be extended to design factors for processors exploits and more efficient storages and memories access.  

Finally, system availability, which is improved when grid computing in online and when a machine fails. 

Failures can be made transparent so long as there are plenty of other machines to continue processing a 

submitted job, then the failure will have a minimal impact. 

 

3.2 Grid Computing topology 

There are three topologies in grid computing intragrid, extragrid, and intergrid. Intragrid [56], is used 

for single organization and single cluster. It is the simplest scheme to deploy, and considered the most secure 

because it operates in single security domain. A single organization, has characteristics of very high throughput 

and the fact that there is no additional need for security protocols. This is due to the fact that all computers are 

connected locally and all the hardware is located within the same organization. Extragrid [57], is a scheme most 

utilized by a many organizations, and operates across more than one security domain. Intuitively, extragrid is 

considered as an interconnected network of intragrids. Therefore, the system is more complex than intragrid, but 

at the same time provides more resources. Finally, intergrid [57] would be considered the most complex 

configuration. This system typically spans across many organizations and many multiple clusters. As the 

number of clusters and organizations increase, the complexity is also increased, the security becomes difficult to 

manage and control, but the system becomes powerful with the ability to process a larger job. Fig. 1 illustrates 

the three topologies. 

 

3.3 nGrid computing middleware and architecture 

Grid middleware is a collections of software, packages, and protocols used for the implementation of 

the grid [58]. The main job of grid middleware is to allow the sharing of resources, so we get better utilization of 

idle resources. There are other important jobs for the grid middleware, such as providing services to hosted 

applications. A few of these services include discovery, storage, execution, resource monitoring, and failure 

detection. The grid middleware performs another role to hide the heterogeneous nature of the system [59] , [60].  

Grid architecture consists of five layers as shown in Fig. 2 these layers are: 

 

 

 

   

A B C 

Fig.1:  An illustration of the three basic network models for grid computing.  (A) Intragrid for single 

grid organization. (B) Extragrid consist of multiple intragrid systems. (C) Intergrid configuration for 

many organizations multiple clusters. 
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The fabric layer located at the bottom of the architecture. This layer provides access to resources such 

as storage, compute, and networks. By Fabric layer, the grid can understand what the limitations are of each 

computer in the grid. For example, the grid will have information about how fast the processor is and how much 

storage each machine has.Within the connectivity layer is the definition for core communications and 

authentications protocols. It provides all requirements to make data exchange possible between computers. By 

other words, it enables data exchange between Fabric layers. This layer provides authentication protocols to 

ensure identity of the users.The resources layer is built on the protocols and authentications of the connectivity 

layer. It defines protocols, API’s, and SDK for monitoring and controlling sharing between computers. The 

collective layer deals with scheduling services, data replications services. While the resources layer is working 

with a single resource, the collective layer helps in coordinating multiple resources. For this reason, we call it 

the collective layer.The application layer these are user applications layer (languages and frameworks), 

comprises user applications and programs that operate within the grid environment. This layer can use all 

provided services from the other layers [52] , [61]. 

 

IV. GRID COMPUTING SUMMARY 

The grid configuration can be heterogeneous and eliminate the need for all machines to have the same 

hardware and software. Two of the main advantages of a grid system are; powerful computational processing, 

because of the numerous networked machines, and abundant storage.  For efficiency, the grid paradigm provides 

the ability to utilize idle resources at client machines. This level of flexibility is scalable, redundant with no 

single point of failure and makes it a viable system.Along with these benefits, grid computing also has a few 

drawbacks. The physical locations of the machines has become a concern of the past.  This induces a need for 

fast network interconnections between machines (especially the servers).  This is prevalent when applications 

need to be tweaked in order to take advantages of the distributed environment. Other challenges are, security, 

the heterogeneous nature of the system (hardware and software are not the same in all computers) and the 

simple case where machines working in different domains may not cooperate with each other seamlessly [62]. 

In summary there are many international grid projects, such as gLite [63], Unicore [64], Globus [65], Legion 

[52], all with unique capability and configurations. 

 

V. CLOUD COMPUTING 
Cloud computing shares a few common features with grid computing that include reduced cost of 

computing, increased reliability, and increased flexibility [4]. The main target of grid computing is to maximize 

application throughput, while the main target of cloud computing is delivering services over the Internet. One 

common scenario is that enterprises can rent hardware and software from the cloud and utilize the resource by 

network connection [42]. Providers such as Amazon [66]. Google [67], and Microsoft [68] provide this 

paradigm to allow customers to build virtual machines and define custom specifications, such as processor 

frequency, memory size, and hard disk drive size. The standard definition for cloud computing is introduced by 

the National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST), stated as “Cloud computing is a model for enabling 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, 

servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction” [28]. 

 

 
Fig.2: The five layers of grid computing middleware architecture, and the type of service that 

each layer can provide. 
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Fig.3: Cloud computing cluster, cloud operating system and 

virtualization software set on physical machines and host 

virtual components such as virtual machines (VM) or storage 

devices.  

Fig.4: Simulation for Cloud computing cluster, cloud main 

software set on one machine and the use of other machines 

as containers to host virtual operating systems. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 A cloud computing cluster may host hundreds of virtual operating systems. The cluster can comprise of 

many physical machines networked by high speed network, where each physical machine host several virtual 

operating systems. Fig. 3 provides an illustration of a cluster, with a cloud management platform (or cloud 

operating system) and the virtualization software set on the physical machines. The paradigm would be 

configured on platform using virtualization software such as Kernel based virtual machine (KVM) to enable 

hosting and control the virtual operating systems images. OpenStack (which is cloud computing operating 

system) that supports multiple virtualization software such as KVM, Quick Emulator (QEMU), and others [69]. 

Customers can use a web browser or secure shell to access a virtual operating system. Fig. 4 is another example 

of a cluster, where the main cloud software is set on one machine and the remaining machines are used to host 

virtual images for operating systems. 

 

3.4 Cloud computing methodologies 

Cloud computing methodologies are based on two main techniques, Service Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) and Virtualization [70]. SOA is a suite of flexible services that can be used within multiple businesses, 

these services are designed to be able to communicate with each other and coordinate to accomplish a job. We 

can assume the services designed by following SOA are like Lego parts, each service is like a separate part, 

which can be reshaped to build the needed model. SOA services are distributed across the network and may 

belong to different ownership domains [71]. 

 

  
Fig.5: Application virtualization, multiple copy 

from the same program can sit on the same 

operating system. Each copy is isolated and there are 
no conflicts between both copies. 

Fig.6: Sever virtualization, single machine hosting multiple virtual operating 

system images. 

 

Virtualization is the technique of making a virtual image of something like an operating system. By 

using virtualization, a single machine can host multiple machines. The basic two types of virtualization are 

applications virtualization and server virtualization [72]. Application virtualization encapsulate computer 

program from the operating system and other installed programs. The virtualized applications will run normal 

and behaves like it have direct connection with the operating system while the truth it is isolated and sandboxed. 

Fig. 5 is an example of application virtualization that provides isolationThere are also several disadvantages, for 

example applications that rely on heavy integration with the operating system cannot be virtualized.  Also, any 

application that needs direct contact with the graphics card  
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cannot be virtualized. Server virtualization shown in Fig. 6, delivers virtual machines hosted in 

multiple physical machines with each physical machine potentially hosting many virtual operating systems. The 

specifications and resources of each physical server decides how many virtual machines can be made available. 

In a virtual environment, the host machine’s resources are shared among all hosted virtual machines [73]. As 

shown in Fig. 6 each hosted image has an allotment of memory and processing resources. These hosted images 

are independent and do not realize they are sharing the host machine resources. 

 

3.5 Cloud computing architecture and delivery models 

A cloud computing architecture is shown in Fig. 7 and is best described by dividing it into four layers, 

which help clarify how cloud computing works [74]–[76]. The lower layer, which is the resources layer (data 

centre), contains all the hardware, such as processors, memories, storage devices, network devices, power 

supplies, and all needed resources to power up multiple nodes, stacked together to form a cluster of machines; 

Performance of the cluster is highly depending on this layer. Cloud computing management and VM software is 

the next layer, where cloud management (cloud operating system) administrate and provide services like 

monitoring and accounting. The cloud operating system provides oversight and control over the virtualization 

software so we can deploy, manage, monitor, and control all virtual operating system instances. The following 

layer, is the developer layer known as the cloud programming environment and tools layer. In this layer we can 

find developer tools such as programming languages and libraries installed and ready to use. The applications 

layer is the top layer in the stack and traditionally offers web based applications. This layer eliminates the need 

to install software in local computers.There are three basic service delivery models in the cloud computing. The 

first, is the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model that allows providers to deliver virtualized machines, 

networks, and storage, through the Internet. The model has this name because it provides a complete 

infrastructure over the internet. IaaS users have full control over the operating system. This model is best for 

new organizations that have no space to host hardware nor do they want to invest in hardware.  Another 

common scenario is companies that are growing rapidly with the need for more resources. Amazon Web 

Services Elastic Compute (EC2) and Amazon Secure Storage Service (S3) are examples for IaaS [28] , [77].  

The second delivery model is associated with the developer layer, Platform as a Service (PaaS).  This offers a 

complete set of tools and programming languages to help developers write codes and test it on cloud 

environment. Google App Engine is example of this type of delivery model [74] , [78].  The last layer is 

Software as a Service (SaaS) provides applications running on cloud infrastructure. Customers access these 

applications usually by using web client (web browser). Google docs and Google mail (Gmail) are examples for 

SaaS [28] , [79]. 

 

 
Fig.7: A cloud computing architecture showing the available services for each delivery model. 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) has low level access.  Platform as a service (PaaS) provides 

development tools and interfaces. Software as a service (SaaS) is completed tools and capabilities. 
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Fig.8:  An intra-cloud network model with two services 
belong to two organizations collaborating together and 

both services are from single cloud provider. 

Fig.9: Inter-cloud communications for two services from different 
providers (Amazon and Microsoft for example) connected. 

 

3.6  Inter-cloud and Intra-cloud 

There are two network models related affiliated with cloud computing: Inter-cloud and intra-cloud.  

Within an intra-cloud model two services that belong to the same cloud provider collaborate to achieve a goal. 

For example, if we have two organizations using the same cloud provider, and the goal is to collaborate and 

exchange data by using cloud services. This form of collaboration between two or more services that belong to 

the same provider is detailed in [80] , [81]. Fig. 8 shows example for Intra-cloud communications model.  The 

second model is inter-cloud computing and introduces a new layer. Inter-cloud is a connection between two 

cloud computing providers that connects them to make data transfers and applications collaboration possible.  In 

inter-cloud, nodes from one cloud would use resources, data, or services from another cloud [33]. Fig. 9 shows 

simple inter-cloud model where cloud A and cloud B have communication channel to share data and 

applications to serve a cloud user. 

Despite the recent cases of new inter-cloud companies starting [82] , [83], inter-cloud is still under 

development and there is no well-defined architecture for this model [34]. In fact, the work in [34] , [84]–[86] 

suggest various architectures, but none have been accepted as a standard. One of the challenges is that different 

providers may not understand each other services. [33]. 

 

3.7 Cloud computing summary 

The main advantage of cloud computing is cost reduction by eliminating the need to purchase both 

hardware and software. Cloud computing removes the need for maintaining expensive computing hardware, 

because the maintenance work is shifted to the responsibility of the provider. There are several cloud computing 

platforms such as Abicloud, Eucalyptus, NIMBUS, OpenNebula, OpenStack, etc. [87]. OpenStack and 

OpenNebula are two IaaS open source cloud computing platforms that are most attractive for both the research 

and industrial community.  

  

VI. GRID AND CLOUD COMPARISON 
Cloud computing is easy to use, customers do not need to have experience to take advantage of this 

environment. Most of the cloud computing providers such as Amazon, Google and, Microsoft offers web based 

control panel to allow customers to manage their account. Grid computing on the other hand typically require 

expert knowledge. This is required because they have to provide administration and configure 

middleware.Recall that cloud computing is based on virtualization, see Fig. 3. Grid computing has limited 

virtualization in middleware such as Nimbus [5], and the core of cloud computing is virtualization to provide 

better utilization or resources. For the high performance computing matter, grid computing uses physical 

machines which makes processing data more efficient than process it in virtual machines. Cloud computing 

provides a capability to dynamically resize the amount of resource for more machines and storage devices to 

handle the job demand Loose coupling is another comparison point, where a system is configured with a group 

of items, and each item is partially separated and has a minimal effect on other items within the system. Cloud 

computing is a loose coupling system because of its use of virtualization. Each VM is isolated from the others 

and has information about other VMs in the system even though they are co-located on the same physical 

machine. While grid computing is partially loose coupled since each machine has to process part of the 

job.Virtualization make the cloud paradigm strong fault tolerant environment. It is easy to deploy new machines 

to replace any broken resource. On the contrary, grid computing does not support strong fault tolerance because 

in the case that several machines stop working, the system will not be able to continue processing job 

smoothly.Finally, resource sharing is limited in a cloud computing paradigm. Each virtual machine has specific 

hardware and it will not share with other virtual machines. While grid computing has high resources sharing 

capabilities. Grid computing is based on idle resources sharing. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
In an effort to clarify some ambiguity and misunderstanding related to two very powerful and popular 

paradigms, we have explored several key components of cloud and grid computing.  Both have advantages and 

disadvantages when applied to specific needs and problems. It is fair to say that when deployed in the right 

environment, configured properly, and taking all the necessary consideration both can be deemed as viable 

systems. 
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